Critical dynamics of Hopf bifurcations in the corticothalamic system: Transitions from normal arousal states to epileptic seizures.
A physiologically based corticothalamic model of large-scale brain activity is used to analyze critical dynamics of transitions from normal arousal states to epileptic seizures, which correspond to Hopf bifurcations. This relates an abstract normal form quantitatively to underlying physiology that includes neural dynamics, axonal propagation, and time delays. Thus, a bridge is constructed that enables normal forms to be used to interpret quantitative data. The normal form of the Hopf bifurcations with delays is derived using Hale's theory, the center manifold theorem, and normal form analysis, and it is found to be explicitly expressed in terms of transfer functions and the sensitivity matrix of a reduced open-loop system. It can be applied to understand the effect of each physiological parameter on the critical dynamics and determine whether the Hopf bifurcation is supercritical or subcritical in instabilities that lead to absence and tonic-clonic seizures. Furthermore, the effects of thalamic and cortical nonlinearities on the bifurcation type are investigated, with implications for the roles of underlying physiology. The theoretical predictions about the bifurcation type and the onset dynamics are confirmed by numerical simulations and provide physiologically based criteria for determining bifurcation types from first principles. The results are consistent with experimental data from previous studies, imply that new regimes of seizure transitions may exist in clinical settings, and provide a simplified basis for control-systems interventions. Using the normal form, and the full equations from which it is derived, more complex dynamics, such as quasiperiodic cycles and saddle cycles, are discovered near the critical points of the subcritical Hopf bifurcations.